F-WAVE REVIA™
Premium Synthetic Roofing Shingles for Steep-Slope Applications

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Available in three classic profiles, F-Wave™ REVIA™ Synthetic Roofing Shingles are premium non-asphaltic, granule-free, single-piece construction shingles intelligently designed to provide a dramatic ultra-dimensional style with durable, all-weather performance. Made from a proprietary blend of commercial-grade materials, the shingles deliver increased tensile strength, tear resistance, and the highest available performance ratings for impact resistance, wind, and fire. In short, they’re better by design.

REVIA Shingles install just like traditional asphalt shingles, but feature two breakthrough and patented design elements that support a high-quality installation with great-looking curb appeal. Made using the patented F-Wave ZFT™ Technology platform, REVIA Shingles feature a 1” wide, reinforced nailing area that is designed to guide the correct placement of nails while providing extra-strong resistance to wind-uplift. The ZFT shingle colorant process results in a durable, infused, colorfast surface with designed-in blend variations that greatly reduce the effects of unsightly shading and patterning.

PROPER USE AND INSTALLATION
REVIA Shingles should be applied over a code-compliant synthetic underlayment and in strict accordance with the installation instructions printed on the inside of each REVIA Shingle wrapper. Do not use on roofs where the slope is less than 2:12, slopes under 4:12 require prior approval. Installation instructions may be obtained at f-wave.com or by calling 888-GO-FWAVE. Installation instructions are available in Spanish and other language translations upon request. Industry standards and best practices can be referenced in available NRCA manuals. All roofing and related activities should always be completed with safety in mind.

PROPER STORAGE
For best results REVIA Shingles should be stored on a flat surface and guarded from the weather. Do not double-stack pallets. Whenever possible REVIA Shingles should be stored in a cool, dry and ventilated area until installed.

WEATHERFORCE ADVANTAGE WARRANTY
All REVIA™ Synthetic Roofing Shingles come with the WeatherForce™ Advantage — 50 years of warranted coverage which includes 15 years of non-prorated material and labor coverage against manufacturing defects, along with installed performance coverage that includes 15 years of non-prorated material and labor coverage for 130-mph Wind Resistance and 5-Year Class IV Hail Impact Resistance for single-family detached homes. The WeatherForce Advantage Standard Product Limited Warranty also provides limited coverage for Algae Resistance and Color Fade Resistance. Be sure to read the full WeatherForce Advantage Standard Product Limited Warranty details for specific warranty terms, limitations and coverage periods. A copy of the warranty — in both English and Spanish language — may be obtained from your professional contractor, at f-wave.com, or by calling 888-GO-FWAVE.

PRODUCT SPECS
- Physical Dimensions: 14” x 39 3/8”
- Installed Exposure: 6.0”
- Approximate Weight Per Bundle: 34 lbs
- Shingles Per Bundle: 10
- 1 SQ Coverage: 60 shingles

STANDARDS AND TESTS PASSED
- AS-100 Wind Driven Rain
- ASTM E108 & UL790 Class A Fire
- ASTM D3161 & D7158, Wind Resistance Class F
- UL-2218 & FM-4473, Class 4 Hail Resistance
- ASTM D3462 & D228, Fastener Pull-Through Resistance
- ASTM D1922 & D228, Tear Strength
- ASTM D3462 & D228, Pliability
- ASTM G155 & D638, Accelerated Aging
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